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INTRODUCTION 
IN WHAT follows manifold refers to a smooth orientable manifold. By a Morse function on a 
manifold without boundary we mean a map with non-degenerate critical points, and distinct 
critical values. By a non-singular map on a manifold with boundary we mean a non-singular map 
whose restriction to the boundary is a Morse function. 
Let MZ denote a closed surface, f: M* x [0, m)+ R a non-singular map and v]: M* x [0, a)+ R 
the germ of f at M*. By an extension of v] we mean a compact three-manifold M’ with 
BM’= M2 and a non-singular map F: M’ -+R such that the following diagram commutes: 
M'x[O, ,)a R 
\/s 
M’ 
where c is a collaring of 8M’. 
We shall establish necessary and sufficient conditions for a germ to have an extension. In 
particular, we shall determine when a germ on S2 has an extension on D’. 
Non-singular extensions of germs on the boundary of a surface are considered in [l]. In 
contrast, extensions to cells of dimension less than that of the target are treated in Gromov’s 
work [4]. 
Examples 
In the following examples we illustrate two immersions i,, i, of a collared sphere into R’. The 
compositions f,, = err 0 i,,, f, = rTr 0 i, determine two germs. The first extends, the second does not, 
even though the germs are homotopic. The collaring is indicated by the broken curve (Fig. 1). 
FIG. I 
Diagrams 
Definition. A diagram is a l-complex K with a height function h : K + R monotone between 
vertices. 
Given a Morse function (resp. an extension) g : M + R there is a natural equivalence relation 
on M: x and y are equivalent if they are in the same connected component of g-’ 0 g(x). The 
quotient space of M under this relation is a l-complex and the critical points of g (resp. gldM) will 
represent the vertices. The diagram ufg, dgm(g). is this quotient space with the natural map. 
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Definition. A labeled iagram is a diagram with each vertex labeled + or - .  
A germ, If]: M2x [0, oo)-,R, determines a labeled diagram dgm+[f] in a natural way. The 
underlying diagram is dgm(flM2). Let v be an outward-pointing normal to M 2. We label the vertex 
corresponding to the critical point x: + if df(vL > 0, - i f  df(vL < 0. 
Examples 
dgm'[q]  agm*[f,] 
Ft~. 2. 
Since M 2 is orientable and the critical values are distinct, the vertices of dgm+[.t "] are of the 
following form: 
(maxima) (minima) (saddle-points) 
T ,I I YYAA 
FJo. 3. 
The Collapse of a Diagram 
If 13"]: M 2X [0, oo).-.~. R has an extension, F, then there is a commuting diagram: 
dgm÷[f] --~ R 
gm(F) 
where C is induced by the collaring map e. The map C satisfies the following: 
i. C is a surjection, 
ii. C maps the 0-skeleton of dgm+[/"] onto the 0-skeleton of dgm(F), 
iii. C is restricted on the vertices as indicated in Fig. 4. 
.i ~ I N÷ M- -T 
> 
FtG. 4. 
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Furthermore in cases J+ and J -  the map C is a local homeomorphism in a neighborhood of the 
vertices. 
Sketch of proof 
i. The surjectivity of C follows from the non-singularity of F, 
ii. This follows immediately from the definition of a diagram, 
iii. It is sufficient to inspect local models for the critical points (i.e. Euclidean models where F 
corresponds to the height function). 
Definition. A collapse of a labeled iagram is a surjective map, C: dgm÷[f] ~ dgm(h), onto an 
unlabeled iagram commuting with the height functions and satisfying: 
i. C maps the 0-skeleton of dgm+[f] onto the 0-skeleton of dgm(h). 
ii. C satisfies the restrictions on the vertices listed above. 
Remarks. 1. dgm+[/d oes not admit a collapse. 
2. A collapse may not correspond to the collapse determined by an extension. 
Example 
> 
-O 
FIG. 5. 
Figure 5 is not the collapse of an extension. Assume there was an extension F. Let 
Li = F-~(i). Then L3 would have two boundary components and Euler characteristic 2, an 
impossibility. That x(L3) = 2 follows from: 
LEMMA. If  C: dgm+[I']~dgm(F) is the collapse of an extension and c is a critical value 
corresponding to a vertex of type G-  (resp. G+), then x(Lo) = x(Lb ) + I (resp. x(Lo) = x(Lb ) - l), 
where c is the only critical value in [a, b]. 
The idea of the proof is to subdivide M 3 and inspect he level surfaces. 
The genus of a surface with boundary is the genus of the closed surface obtained by attaching 
discs to the boundary components. Upon inspection we see that the genus of the level surfaces of 
an extension changes only at critical values corresponding to vertices of type G ÷ and G-. Given a 
collapse C: dgm+b r] ~ dgm(h), let qd + (resp. q3-) be the set of vertices of dgm+[f] of type q3 + (resp. 
G-). 
There is a natural partial order on the vertices of a diagram, dgm(h). We write x < y if 
h (x) < h (y) and if there is a path tr : I ~ dgm(h) connecting x to y such that h o ~ is monotone. 
Definition. A collapse C is allowable if there is a one-to-one correspondence y: q2÷--~ q3- such 
that C o y(g) < C(g) for each g E ~+. 
THEOREM 1. A germ [f]: M2x[0,~)---)R has an extension if and only if dgm+[f] has an 
allowable collapse. Furthermore an extension can be chosen to yield the given collapse. 
THEOREM 2. A germ [f]: S 2 x [0, oo)--) R has an extension to D 3 i[ and only if dgm*[f] has an 
allowable, simply connected collapse. 
COROLLARY. I f  a germ [f]: S2x [0, ~)---) R extends to a lake three-ball, then it extends to D 3. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Given an extension F, there is a natural collapse. Label each l-simplex of 
dgm(F) with the genus of a corresponding level surface. Passing downward through dgm(F), 
originate a path at each vertex where the label increases and terminate a path at each vertex 
where the label decreases. Upon arriving at the image of a J -  vertex, group the paths into two 
sets such that the number of paths through each l-simplex below this vertex equals the genus 
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number. Observe that the label of a terminal simplex is 0. Therefore ach path ends at an interior 
vertex. Hence the collapse is allowable. 
Given an allowable collapse C: dgm*[/"]--* dgm(h), we will construct an extension of [f] in 
stages corresponding to the vertices by attaching local models. 
Let {v~};'.~ be the vertices of dgm÷[f], and {w~}7., be the corresponding vertices of dgm(h). We 
may assume htn(v~) = 2i, where htn is the height function of dgm+[/']. Fix a set of paths which 
make C allowable. Label each point in dgm(h) of height 2i - 1 with the number of paths which 
meet it. 
We will construct manifolds Mr, M2 . . . . .  M, and maps F~: M~ ~ R, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n satisfying 
the following four conditions: 
i. M. C . . .  CM,  
ii. FilM,., = F~+, 
The next two conditions relate the intermediate manifolds to the collapse. Let L~ = F- ' (2 i  - 1). 
iii. For each i there are injections g, ~ making the following diagram commute: 
aM~ - L, , dgm+[F~] q' , dgm+[f] 
1 1" 1 ,,~R\ 
M~ , dgm(F~) , dgm(h) 
4i 
This diagram sets up one-to-one correspondences: 
{boundary components of L,} *-* {points in dgm+[f] of height 2i - 1} 
a,, ",-*X 
{surface components of L~ } ~ {points in dgm(h) of height 2i - 1} 
Lx ,.-> x 
iv. Genus L~ = label x, for each Lx C L,. 
We say a~ is above vi-i if x E star v~_, and hul(x) > h~(v~_,). We say Lx is above wH if 
x E star w,_~ and h(x )> h(w~_O. 
LOCAL MODELS 
We illustrate the models in R 3 (Fig. 6). 
MOD (M ÷) 
dZ 
MOD(M-) 
MOD(S +) 
MOD(S-) 
A2 
Fro. 6. 
Each of the above spaces carries a height function, 
Ir : MOD -* R. 
(x, y, z )~z  
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The models of N ÷ and N-  are obtained from the above models by replacing the height functions 
by 
It: MOD~R 
(x, y, z )~ - z 
The Construction 
Since C is a collapse, v, is of type ML Let M. = MOD(M ÷) and F, = A on lr where 
A. :R~R 
x~--)2n - I + x 
Given M~+I and F~+~ we construct M~ and F~ by cases. It will be clear from the construction 
how to extend F~+~ to F~. Except where noted qj and 4i are also determined by the construction. If
vi is of type M +, let M~ = M~+~ U Li÷~ x I t3 MOD(M+), where I = [-1, 1] and gt maps L~+, to 
gl 
L~+jxl.  If v; is of type M-, let La be above w~ and D 2 be a disc in La. Then 
Mi = M~+~ U (L~+~-D 2) x I t3 MOD(M-)  where g2 maps OD2x I to the cylindrical side of 
gt  g2 
MOD(M-) .  If v~ is of type S +, let (9o be above vi and a,, a2 be arcs in 0o. Then 
M~ = M~+~ t3 L~+~ x I O MOD(S+), where g3 maps a a O a2 x I to A j O A2. We extend g~+, to gi 
gl g:l 
by making a choice. Namely, we pair the "new" boundary components of L, with the two points 
below v~ (i.e. the points x, y, e star v~ of height 2i - 1). If o~ is of type G ÷ or J+, let da,, 0°2 be above 
v~ and let a~, a2 be arcs in ~a,, d,~ respectively. Then M~ is given by the equation above. 
If v,- is of type S-,  let 0°, do~ be above v, and let La be above w~. Choose a rectangle R in Lo 
which joins 0o, and c~o~. Then M~ = M~+~ U L,. ,  - R x I U MOD(S-) .  If v, is of type G- ,  let ~ be 
gl g3 
above v~ and let L~ be above w~. As in the previous case we choose a rectangle R in Lb which 
connects 0o to itself and which satisfies the additional condition: Lb - R is connected. Finally, M~ 
is given by the equation above, and we extend q~÷~ by making a choice. If v~ is of type J-, let 0~ be 
above v, and let Lb be above w,. We choose a rectangle R in LE connecting 0~ to itself such that: 
i. Lb -  R has two components, L~ and L,. 
ii. There are x' and y' below w~ so that genus L~ = label x' (resp. genus L~ = label y') and for 
each 0, C L~ (resp. L,) we have C(carrier z) ~ x' (resp. y'). 
This second condition enables us to extend q~÷, properly. Finally, M~ is defined as above. 
If v~ is of type N ÷, let 0o be above v~ and let Lb be above wl. Choose an annulus A in L~ so 
that 0o is a component of A. Then M~ = M~+, U L,+, - A × I U MOD(N+), where g4 maps the 
g l  g4 
side of MOD(N +) to L,+, - A - L~+, - A. If v~ is of type N- ,  let L~ be above w,. Since L~ is a disc 
we have M, = M,+, U Li+, x I U MOD(N-) ,  where gs maps L, to the top of MOD(N-) .  Since 
g'l g~ 
there is no obstruction at any stage, we can construct an extension of [.f], namely, F,: M, --, R. 
Proof of  Theorem 2. Given an extension F: D~ R there is a natural allowable collapse by 
Theorem 1. Since dgm(F) embeds as a retract of D ~, dgm(F) is simply connected. 
Conversely, given a collapse we construct an extension in stages as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
However, we must be more selective in choosing the rectangles at the G-  stages. 
At the first stage corresponding to a vertex v~ in ~+, we choose two simple closed curves m, 
~r* in the level surface L,. We choose the pair so that they intersect ransversely in one point 
and so that m can be displaced, using the factor/,  upward to a curve homologous to a boundary 
component of a level surface (Fig. 7). 
O) 
Fro. 7. 
O) 
R- ~ o . -  
FIG. 8. 
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We proceed by cases as in Theorem 1. At each G + level we displace the curves downward and 
choose a new pair, disjoint from the other curves and satisfying the same conditions. At each G-  
level we choose a rectangle R which cuts one o't curve, and no other curve, along a small arc. At 
any other stage we displace all the curves downward (Fig. 8). 
Let F: M3~R denote the extension so constructed. We claim M ~ is a ball. 
Observation. For each o't there is an embedded annulus At in M 3 obtained by displacing o'i. In 
fact, we displace each o't so that one boundary component of At is homologous to a boundary 
component of a level surface and the other boundary component meets OM 3 in a small arc 
passing through a critical point. Since aM 3 = S 2, we can attach a disc to the top of each annulus 
so as to obtain a family of disjoint embedded iscs {Dr2}. 
CLAIM 1. The manifold M 3 is simply connected. 
Proof It is immediate from the construction that any loop lying on a level surface is trivial in 
M 3. Since dgm(F) is simply connected and OM 3 = S 2 any element of ~-,(M 3) can be represented 
by a product of loops on level surfaces and paths from the loops to a base point. 
Reducing the genus. We can thicken the discs Dt 2 to obtain a family of mutually disjoint, 
embedded balls {Dr 3} in M 3 so that: 
i. Dt 3 t3 aM ~ is a disc for each i, 
ii. Genus (L -Dt  3) = 0 for each level surface L. 
Let N 3 be the result of shelling each Dt 3 across D~ 3 N aM 3. The manifold N 3 is diffeomorphic 
to M 3. Therefore, the restriction of F to N 3, after a perturbation, is a non-singular map from M 3 
with only genus zero level surfaces. 
CLAIM 2. The manifold N 3 embeds in R 3. 
Proof of Claim 2. Let F:  N3-~ R denote the non-singular map. We may assume there are 
numbers x, y and z (x < y < z) so that the maxima of dgm*[F] are above z, the minima are below 
x, the J+ vertices are between y and z, and the remaining vertices are between x and y. We alter F 
to satisfy this assumption by attaching or shelling balls as illustrated below. Since dgm(F) is 
simply connected and F has only genus zero level surfaces, the resulting map also has only genus 
zero level surfaces (Fig. 9). 
(a) 
> 
(b) 
FIG. 9 
First we embed F- ' [y,  z]. Clearly we can embed F- ' (z )  in R 2 x {z}. We extend the embedding 
by cases so that each level surface maps into a horizontal plane. Assume we have embedded 
F - ' [ z  - e, z] for some • > 0. Let v be the next vertex in (y, z - e). There are three possibilities. 
We illustrate them in R 2. 
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In the first case 8~ and 8~, can be connected by a "horizontal" path avoiding Lo and Lb. By 
abuse of language 0 and L refer to the image of the embedding (Fig. 10). 
y 
FIG. 10. °~b 
In the second case such a path must meet one component, Lo, but not the other (Fig. 11). 
~b 
FIo, I I. 
In the third case such a path must meet both La and L, (Fig. 12). 
The first case offers no obstruction to extending the embedding below the level of v. We 
reduce the second case to the first by altering the embedding. Let N', and N~ be the components 
of F-~[z - E, z] containing La and L~,, and let N,, and Nh be their images in R 3. Let 3' be a vertical 
path in R ~ "inside" o~, and Na. We can embed N~, into a neighborhood of 3', disjoint from N~. By 
combining this embedding with the original embedding on the complement of N~,, we have an 
embedding which falls into the second case (Fig. 13). 
~b 
FIG. 12. 
N° 
FIG. 13. 
Nb 
Finally, we reduce the third case to the second. Again we alter the embedding, this time by cutting 
and pasting. Let O,, be the outermost boundary component of Lo, and let a be a path in Lh 
connecting 8,, and 0r. Let R be a rectangle in Nh obtained by displacing a as in Fig. 14. 
TOP Yol. 16. No. I---G 
R 
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Oo 
Q 
FIG. 14. 
By cutting and pasting Nb along R, we obtain an embedding which falls into the second case (Fig. 
15). 
R 
o 6b 
F1G. 15. 
Hence we can embed F-'[y, z]. It is clear that this embedding extends to F-l[x,  z]. Finally, 
we observe that every component of F - ' ( -~ ,x ]  O F-~[z,~] is a ball. Let D ~ be one such 
component. We first extend the embedding to include ~D 3. We may assume OD 3 contains only 
maxima. The map is determined on a subset, L, of OD 3. Let 0~, be the outermost boundary 
component of the image of L. The pre-image of c% bounds a disc in OD 3 - L. Map this disc onto a 
disc in R 3 bounded by 0~ and above L. Next, extend the map to the remaining discs in aD 3 - L in 
a similar fashion. This map determines an embedding of OD 3 which we extend to D 3. After 
repeating this construction for each component of F-'(-o~, x] t.J F-~[z, ~), we have the desired 
embedding of N 3 into R 3. The height function induced by this embedding may differ from F at 
the maxima and minima. Finally, by the Sch6nflies Theorem, N 3 is a ball (Fig. 16). 
L 02 
- Oo 
D2 
J 
! 
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FIG. 16. 
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